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Why is cargo delivery 

using UAS such a big 

thing?
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Two main areas - medical and 

commercial 

Medical:

Moving samples, test kits and PPE to a hospital from either 

another hospital, a logistics centre or a test lab - Companies like 

Zipline have been successfully delivering medical supplies via 

UAS since 2014 in Africa, thousands of missions and millions of 

km’s flown.

Commercial:

Moving products from a supplier to the end user, Ubereats via air.  

For example in Australia, Project Wing - delivering commercial 

(coffee, cakes, pens, candles), among other essential goods 

tricky to find in a big urban area.
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Operation Zenith

In November 2018 a consortium of 

organisations, including Consortiq, Altitude 

Angel, NATS, Manchester Airport 

alongside 17 other partners demonstrated 

8 scenarios to highlight the way the UTM 

(Unmanned Traffic Management) could 

integrate with manned aviation.  

Why does this matter and why are we 

discussing this first?

Well without a detailed understanding of 

the risks and mitigation methods, aviation 

authorities would be reticent to grant 

approval for anything out of the ordinary 

and cargo delivery is, very much out of the 

ordinary at the moment.

In dff
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So BVLOS really is an important 

milestone

Imagine manned aviation (including GA) having to have someone on the ground 

physically watching them all the time…

Well they sort of do…  ATC radar monitoring the movement of aeroplanes and 

helicopters in and around their airspace.  Having sat on the Heathrow airport 

LAIT (Local Area Infringement Team) board, the number of times a GA aircraft 

drifts into Controlled Airspace, without permission and the impact this has on that 

airport, passengers and business is huge.

So we probably need to get this managed before we start having Greggs the 

baker dispatching 500,000 bacon rolls each morning via UAS.
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Any other blockers when it comes to cargo delivery?

Oh yes, public perception, funding and regulators.

● Public perception - the privacy and spying factor mixed with “you can’t fly that here”

● Funding - the why is this money being spent here instead of X, Y and Z

● Regulators - trying to manage the critical balance between SAFETY and innovation
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Use case review - Swiss Post - Matternet - Swiss FOCA

● Transportation of laboratory samples using UAS (M2V9) with up to 2kg 

payload.

● Project started in 2014, trial ops started in 2015 - between 2 hospitals daily, 

greater than 2000 flights and saving upto 45 mins over the relatively short 

route.

● 2 more routes were utilised (labs and hospitals) in 2018 - one of which has 5 

to 10 daily flights over a 2.5km heavily forested route.

BUT….

● In January and again in May 2019 two failures occurred, one resulting in a 

water landing via onboard parachute and one resulting in a crash as a result 

of the parachute cord tearing - the latter made headlines as it crashed 50m 

from a nursery school.

● Both incidents were fully investigated by the STSB (Swiss Transport Safety 

Investigation Board) 
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The STSB made a number of recommendations, all were implemented by the partnership 

- these include:

● An independent supervisory function relating to safety related processes of 

operating in Switzerland is created

● Swiss post having more control over operations

● Matternet to “further” strengthen their safety processes

● The FOCA (Federal Office Of Civil Aviation) maintains the operating license

In addition the board of experts to remain available to support Swiss Post.

Operations restarted in January 2020. So why discuss this case?  

Well most of us in the UAS sector have been nervously waiting for the “big one” - many 

are unaware that incidents occur and good partnership working with regulators, 

investigators and the companies themselves demonstrate how we can all learn and 

improve.

Though I imagine Swiss Post and Matternet would have prefered not to have been the 

example!
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NHS - Covid support 

Southampton to Isle of 

Wight
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Outline deployment details

● Multiple missions during April and May 

2020 - supporting ferry failure

● Route between Lee-on-solent airport to 

Binstead on the Isle of Wight

● Approx 10 min flight times and a 11km 

route

● Used both the Believer and Ultra UAS 

● Cargo capacity of 100kg
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Learning Points
Safety case development

● Identified the need to better understand the human factors issues associated with the handover procedures 

between manned and autonomous control of UAVs in an operational control room setting. This is part of the 

work plan in the FTZ drones project but the importance of it has been highlighted as part of our Covid-19 St 

Marys study. 

● The structure of the safety case needs to be made more sophisticated to provide a mission phase context; 

some hazards are context related. Brake failure in the air is no longer a hazard for example. 

● The safety case needs to be more analytical. The current risk scoring process is vague, subjective and somewhat 

arbitrary. 

● There is a need to use simulation and role play more to rehearse full missions. 

● The work on all safety case needs to be brought forward and consult closer with operational need to ensure 

that measures are not detrimental to the mission. 

● The level of engagement and complexity required with CAA, particularly in light of there being no present 

protocols for these types of crafts or missions, should not be underestimated and needs to be allowed for at 

the beginning and throughout the project, this may affect timings of deliveries but is key to achieving success. 
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Learning Points

Setting up and operating the (TDA) 
Temporary Danger Area

● There is a need to provide a self-

contained online briefing for airspace 

users so that pilots do not absorb 

bandwidth asking repetitive and often 

trivial questions of the operations 

team. 

● Each separate route, TDA and craft, as 

well as changes to the craft need 

approval with CAA and therefore will 

require early consultation as outlined 

above. 
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Learning Points

Dangerous goods application with the CAA

● Identifying which members of a UAV flight team should be Cat 6 and Cat 10 trained 

in relation to overall management of the system along with specific DG handlers on 

the ground. This gets more complicated when 3rd party safety pilots are involved. 

● Identifying how the current DG regulations will have to be altered to cater for 

unmanned aircraft when there is no ‘operator’ on board. Also, the likely EASA 

requirement for all drones to utilise a 'crash-proof' container to contain cargo, the 

design requirements for which are not yet known.

● Understanding the implications on drone cargo hold design from the carriage of 

UN3373, Category B diagnostic specimens under PI650 packaging where a range of 

temperatures would have to be maintained during flight.  Identifying the core UAV 

design characteristics that will be dictated by the PI650 packaging regulations. 

● Automation of drones and removing links in the chain of delivery could help 

streamline the Dangerous goods process.
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What’s next in the UK?

20 different projects in the UK to deliver 
PPE and medical delivery of blood/swab 

tests from NHS hospitals and test labs as a 
result of the Coronavirus pandemic.

Including:

● Skyports partnership - Highlands
● Consortiq partnership - Scilly Isles

● Apian partnership - Basildon
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UK Office

info@consortiq.com

+44 (0)208 0450 322

US Office

inquiries@consortiq.com

+1 855 203 8825
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